
ADAPTA



IMO bedside tables and overbed tables are designed with one fundamental 
purpose: compatibility with hospital beds, whether on a ward, ICU or other 
healthcare units.

With several features designed to complement the needs of bedridden patients, 
the combination of IMO tables and beds creates hospital environments where 
patients want to be and professionals like to care.

Hospital Harmony

MESAS DE ENFERMARIA
Auxiliares de Cuidados

Combi

Adapta

Epoxy painted metallic structure, with 
finishing options for tops and doors of 
lasting quality.

Overbed table with gas spring lifting 
option, with a lifting stroke of 
960-1200 mm.

Metallic structure painted in epoxy, 
with tops, sides and fronts in 
phenolic (HPL).

Overbed table with gas spring lift, 
with 855-1115 mm lift stroke.

Wally
Metallic structure, doors and drawer 
fronts in melamine and ABS tops.

Overbed table with gas spring lifting, 
with lifting stroke from 775-1025 mm.



As its name suggests, Adapta is a table that stands out for its adaptability 
to any space. Extremely compact, it can be inserted in the smallest spaces, 
without ever losing the functionality of a high-quality bed table

Compact and Practical

Adapta as a whole is designed to 
meet the needs of patients and 
carers in any hospital situation.

Extend

Fold

ERGONOMICS AND ADAPTATION
Compact Body

The same quality parameters 
applied to IMO beds are 
universally used in the 
construction of all other 
products and components.

This becomes apparent in the 
handling of Adapta, with its 
smooth movement and easily 
adjustable tray.

One-Hand 
Adjustment

Recline

Lift



Folding

Lifting

Extending

Reclining

Tray folds down vertically with 
just one hand. 
Used for storage when not in use.

Tray with 855-1115 mm lifting 
stroke and locking handle at 
desired height.
Used by the caregiver to 
improve patient comfort.

Tray slides up to 160 mm 
horizontally.
Used to compensate for bed 
width and centre tray with patient.

Tray tilts bilaterally 35º, with 
horizontal locking.
Used by the patient to facilitate 
reading in bed or other activities.

Positioning
Cabinet With Tray



Early Mobility

Design to increase patient autonomy, the low-profile fifth wheel allows easy fitting 
of the Adapta cabinet with tray under the bed and the cup-holder independent of 
the inclination of the tray increases comfort.

Infection Control

The simple and minimalist design of Adapta makes cleaning tasks easier.
No hard-to-reach corners to prevent dirt from accumulating and the interior with a 
removable shelf and plastic tray makes deep cleaning possible.

Damage
Protection

Nylon double casters. 
4 Ø65 mm with local 
brake.

thØ50 mm 5  wheel.

Equipped with corner 
protections against 
accidental shocks

High Quality
Casters

CONTINUOUS PROTECTION
Hospital Environment



Robust metal frame epoxy painted - wide

Robust metal frame epoxy painted - narrow

Phenolic (HPL) doors and drawers

Structure
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Standard - feature included as standard.
Optional - choose from various options.
Extra - feature not included as standard.

Low profile stainless handles

Corner protection profiles

Doors and drawers with bilateral opening

Hydraulic lifting tray

Telescopic tray with reclining

Overbed table with fixed cup tray

Surfaces Table top in phenolic (HPL)

Interior bottle holder

Tray in phenolic (HPL)

Tray collapsible when not in use

Drawer with removable ABS cuvette

Phenolic (HPL) removable shelf

Doors with magnetic lock

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Models 906.1 / 907.3
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Standard - feature included as standard.
Optional - choose from various options.
Extra - feature not included as standard.

Base Double nylon casters Ø65 mm, 2 local brake

thDouble nylon 5  wheel Ø50 mm

Finishes White aluminium (doors, tops and tray)

Signal white (structure)

� Pigeon Blue

� Beech

� Pastel Orange

� Mint Turquoise

� Oriental Red

Gentiana blue

Registry and Conformity

 • Certifyed according to the standard EN ISO 9001 - Quality Management System



ADAPTA

CABINET WITH TRAY

Length

Width

Extension

600 mm

360 mm

160 mm

Length 440 mm

Dimensions +/- 5%

Dimensions +/- 5%

Length

Width

450 mm

Height

334 mm

850 mm

Dimensions +/- 5%

Tray

Min/Max height

Inclination

855 / 1115 mm

35º

Wide Model

Narrow Model

Width 420 mm

Height 850 mm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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